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calm weather, and a crowd of men was waiting to help land the
dirigible; but we were all exhausted and were determined to come
down at the first available opportunity. We rounded Cape Prince
of Wales about six o'clock in the afternoon and an hour later came
in sight of a village which proved to be Teller.
It was relatively calm in the lee of the Seward Peninsula. The
frozen bay in front of Teller offered a landing-field. We manoeuvred
overhead for an hour or more while the riggers constructed a sort of
sea-anchor—a canvas sleeve sixty feet long filled with all sorts of
heavy objects that gave it a weight of 600 pounds. To this were
attached two ice-anchors. It was expected that the weight of the
sleeve would hold down the cable and cause the ice-anchors to
bite in.
While we hovered above the village we debated the method of
landing, and then occurred the disagreement with Nobile I men-
tioned previously. It must be borne in mind that up to this time
no modern dirigible had ever been landed without the aid of a
trained ground crew. Distrustful of the ability of greenhorns to
hold the Norge, Nobile was for breaking out the canvas sides of
the gondok and all making a jump for it together, letting the air-
ship go. Riiser-Larsen, mindful of a property worth $46,000 to the
expedition at that moment, insisted that we must leave by the
cabin door one by one, each man jumping for a landing-rope as
he emerged. Amundsen and I sustained Riiser-Larsen, whose order
therefore prevailed.
At is turned out, the landing was not difficult. Circling lower and
lower, at 500 feet we let down the anchor. Just as it touched, a
puff of wind caught the balloon, and we went bowling along
toward shore at a great rate, the anchor sliding. Just in time, the
gust released us. The anchors took hold, the engines stopped,
Nobile blew out a hydrogen ballonet, and the airship slowly sank.
The men of Teller came running out on the ice. The ends of our
landing-ropes reached their fingers, another ballonet was blown
out, the car bumped on the ice. As Nobile pulled rip-cords, we
all sprang out and caught ropes; and the great bag, its ice-sheathed
fabric sagging into its ribs, came to rest, a hundred yards from the
nearest cottage.
Half blind with fatigue, Amundsen and I walked ashore together.

